
Just as communication at the 
beginning of a marriage can indi-

cate if it will end in divorce, the 
foundation established early on with 
a new hire is crucial to productivity, 
engagement and retention.

Sadly, many employers use passive 
onboarding procedures that simply 
cover a checklist of unrelated items. 

Studies show that comprehensive 
onboarding programs yield the best 
results if they cover these five areas: 
clarification, connection, culture, 
compliance and check back. Here are 
some key elements of each area:

1. Clarification
Pair each new employee with 

a mentor or coach who can offer 
advice on job duties and company 
culture. Mentors can answer ques-
tions that new employees hesitate 

to ask managers.  Ensure that new 
employees understand their jobs 
and performance expectations. 
Within the first 60 days, managers 
should schedule a check-in meeting 
with new employees.

2. Connection
Help employees network and 

establish relationships within the 

Take steps to make a ‘newbie’ feel welcome

Admit it. You are constantly pressed 
for time and looking for time-

management answers. The sad fact is, 
many timesaving “secrets” have been 
around since the advent of paper clips.

Here are seven tech strategies you 
may be overlooking:

1. Organize your overflowing email 
inbox by setting up folders labeled 
ACTION, FYI, READ and PERSONAL. File 
messages into the folders.

2. Put your browser on your task-
bar. Right-click on the taskbar at the 
bottom of your screen, select Toolbars 
and Address. Type in the URL you want, 
and you’ll be able to open up that web 
page with one tap on the new taskbar 
item.

3. Stop using Internet Explorer. 
While the latest version has some 
real improvements, IE is bloated with 
features. Switch to Mozilla Firefox or 
Google Chrome: Both are speedy, free 
and include useful features such as 
bookmark syncing.

4. Back up your data using an 
online backup service. A surprising 
number of office managers forgo this 
essential step. 

Benefit: No additional equipment is 
needed. Simply install the software, 
and it runs in the background, regu-
larly copying your files. 

5. Become a hero to staff mem-
bers who know only the basic  
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When must you give workers 
access to their personnel files?
No federal law grants employees the 
right to inspect their personnel files.

However, many states do give 
employees such rights and spell 
out the terms under which they can 
inspect the files. Check out our new 
white paper, Access to Personnel Files: 
50 State Laws, to learn the access 
laws for states in which you operate. 
Go to www.OfficeManagerToday.
com/personnel50.

Create an SOP for every job. 
If an employee suddenly goes out 
sick, don’t be left wondering, “How 
does she generate those daily 
reports?” Require all staff to create a 
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 
that explains how they accomplish 
their daily tasks. For more details 
and a free sample SOP template 
to get you started, go to www.
OfficeManagerToday.com/SOPs.

How toxic is your workplace 
fridge? With the sluggish economy, 
more than half of U.S. workers 
now brown-bag it, meaning a more 
crowded and germ-infested break-
room refrigerator. 

Currently, less than half of all 
office fridges are cleaned once a 
month; 22% are cleaned only once 
or twice a year, says an American 
Dietetic Association survey.
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15 questions in first 60 days
A manager should hold a one-on-one
with a new hire within the first 60 days
to discover his likes/dislikes about the
job, see if it meets his expectations and
head off potential problems before it’s too 
late. For tips on hosting this meeting and 
15 sample questions to ask, go to www. 
OfficeManagerToday.com/15questions.

Continued on page 2
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Google, the king of search engines, 
recently set out on a search of its 

own—to identify the qualities that 
make the highest quality managers at 
Google Inc., and then to replicate those 
qualities across the entire company. 

Being Google, it first looked at data. 
According to a New York Times report, 
a “people analytics” team compared 
correlations in the words and phrases 
that came up again and again in per-
formance reviews, feedback surveys 
and recognition nominations.  

The end result: A simple, yet 
elegant, list of eight management prac-
tices that the best Google managers 
consistently use.  Here’s Google’s list, 
in order of importance:

1. Be a good coach. Provide specific, 
constructive feedback, balancing the 
negative and the positive. Have regular 
one-on-ones, presenting solutions to 
problems tailored to your employees’ 
specific strengths. 

2. Empower your team and don’t 
micromanage. Balance giving free -
dom to your employees, while still 
being available for advice. Make 
“stretch” assignments to help the 

team tackle big problems.
3. Express interest in team mem-

bers’ success and personal well-
being. Get to know your employees 
as people, with lives outside of work. 
Make new members of your team feel 
welcome and help ease their transition.

4. Be productive and results- 
oriented. Focus on what employees 
want the team to achieve and how 
they can help achieve it. Help the team 
prioritize work and use seniority to 
remove roadblocks. 

5. Be a good communicator and 
listen to your team. Communication 
is two-way: You both listen and share 
information.

6. Help your employees with 
career development. 

7. Have a clear vision and strategy 
for the team. Even in the midst of tur-
moil, keep the team focused on goals 
and strategy. Involve the team in set-
ting and evolving the team’s vision and 
making progress toward it. 

8. Have key technical skills so you 
can help advise the team. Roll up your 
sleeves and conduct work side-by-side 
with the team, when needed. 

Become a great manager, the Google way
Managing & Communicating

2 tips for giving praise from 
Gretchen Rubin, author of The Happi 
ness Project: “Never offer praise and 
ask for a favor in the same conver -
sation. It makes the praise seem like 
a setup.” And, “Look for something 
less obvious to praise—a more 
obscure accomplishment or quality 
that a person hasn’t heard praised 
many times before.”

Use these seven words more 
often: “I don’t know, but I’ll find out.” 
No one has all the answers—even 
bosses. A person who can speak with 
candor, then follow through, gains the 
trust and admiration of others. 

Elevate the clarity of your own 
writing by using the inverted pyramid 
journalists use: Put conclusions first, 
followed by background. Tell readers 
within the first two sentences why 
they should continue reading. Other -
wise they may skip to something else.

Sound Bites

Are you a good communicator? 5-question self-test
Managers’ communication mistakes can slowly hurt morale, sink produc tivity 
and even spark lawsuits. According to a recent Wall Street Journal report, here 
are five key questions to ask yourself:

❏  1. Do you send one-word emails? Efficient, yes. But one-word emails— 
  even a simple “yes” or “no”—are more curt than many bosses realize. 

❏  2. Do you rarely talk face-to-face with employees? Many bosses use  
  technology as a shortcut, rather than holding tough discussions in person.  
  It’s better to deal with difficult situations in person. Face time builds trust.

❏  3. Are your employees out sick … a lot? Some employees fake sickness  
  to avoid a boss they don’t like. And some studies even show that bad  
  interactions with bosses may be bad for employees’ health.

❏  4. Does your team work overtime but still miss deadlines? Giving unrealistic  
  deadlines to employees will hurt morale and lead to scheduling chaos.

❏  5. Do you yell? If employees constantly feel like they’re being reprimanded,
  they’ll either quit or work less efficiently. And bosses who yell are more   
  likely to become the targets of employees’ “hostile environment” lawsuits.

functions of your voice mail 
system and other machines by 
learning the shortcuts and most 
useful—and underused—fea-
tures, and then teaching them.

6. Set up a file-sharing ser-
vice. It’s a more elegant solution 
than emailing files to yourself. 
Set up a free account with www.
dropbox.com, and you’ll have 
an icon that sits on your desktop. 
Drag a file onto the icon, and it 
instantly saves it to the cloud.

7. Call and ask for a better 
 deal from your phone and 
Internet providers. 

Other tactics: Measure your 
Internet speed, using www. 
dslreports.com/speedtest; if it is 
less than what you are paying for, 
ask for a free upgrade.

(Cont. from page 1)
7 tech tips
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With more than 1 billion Face -
book users in the world—and 

each one having an average of 130 
“friends”—managers are increasingly 
facing the question: to friend or not to 
friend subordinates?

No law forbids supervisors from 
“friending” subordinates. But online 
relationships fostered by Facebook 
and other social networking sites can 
create a variety of risks for employers.

For example, because Facebook is 
loaded with personal information, you 
may learn things about employees’ 
“protected characteristics,” such as 
disability status (covered under the 
Americans with Disabilities Act) or 
sexual orientation (protected in cer-
tain states and cities).

Even if you never act on that infor-
mation, the employee may later 
argue that a firing or other adverse 
action was based on this personal 
information. The risk of liability goes 
up when the supervisor initiates the 
friend request.

Given the risks, many employers 

have chosen to adopt social media 
policies that set clear guidelines for 
employees and managers—includ-
ing prohibitions or limitations on 
“friending” between bosses and their 
employees.

Some employer policies say super-
visors may not make friend requests 
to their direct reports. But direct 
reports can make friend requests to 
supervisors, which supervisors can 
choose to accept or not.

Facebook: Should bosses friend their staff?

A poorly written, outdated or incon-
sistent handbook is trouble. The 

biggest problem: Companies often 
include handbook language that wipes 
out their right to fire employees at 
will. Here are the 10 most common 
handbook mistakes to avoid:

1. Adopting a “form” handbook, 
which includes promises you’ll never 
keep.

2. Including lots of detail on pro-
cedures, which provides fodder for 
lawyers. Stick to company policies. 
Keep a separate procedures manual 
for managers.

3. Mentioning an employee pro-
bationary period. That can erase at-
will status by implying that, once the 
period is over, the employee can stay 
indefinitely.

4. Being overly specific in your  

discipline policy. That gives the 
impression that the list covers every 
possible infraction.

5. Not being consistent with other 
company documents.

6. Overlooking an at-will dis-
claimer. Have employees sign a 
disclaimer acknowledging that the 
company can terminate their employ-
ment at any time and bypass disci-
pline policies.

7. Sabotaging disclaimers by 
what you say, especially reassuring 
employees that their jobs are secure.

8. Not adapting the handbook to 
accommodate each state’s laws.

9. Failing to update the manual fre-
quently for changing laws.

10. Setting unrealistic policies. If 
supervisors won’t enforce it, don’t put 
it in your handbook.

Avoid top 10 mistakes in employee handbooks

Employee Relations/HR

Planning for productivity: What 
time are workers at their best?
Tackle important projects in the 
morning and don’t plan brainstorm-
ing sessions after noon. That’s the 
message of an Accountemps survey 
that says employee productivity 
peaks from 10 a.m. to noon and hits 
a wall from 4 to 5 p.m. Want to avoid 
the afternoon slump? Find five tips 
at www.OfficeManagerToday.com/
time. 

The Family and Medical Leave 
Act (FMLA) can’t be used for 
school absences, but check state 
law. Parents often need to take time 
off work to deal with school issues. 
Heads up: The FMLA doesn’t cover 
employees who take time for school 
visits or to care for kids who aren’t 
seriously ill but who must stay home. 
Some states, however, do mandate 
such leave. For a summary of state 
short-term leave statutes, go to 
www.OfficeManagerToday.com/
shortleave. 

Department of Labor offers  
A to Z guidance. Tired of all the 
acronyms and jargon of U.S. employ-
ment law and everything else that 
has to do with labor and the work-
place? The U.S. Department of Labor 
released DOLAtoZ, a comprehensive 
guide to hundreds of words and 
phrases both common and obscure. 
Not sure what the OFCCP, ERISA 
or COBRA is? No problem. They’re 
here. Check it out at www.dol.gov/
dolAtoZ/#M.

Bad weather no-shows: Must 
you still pay them? If inclement 
weather prevents an employee from 
getting to work, can you deduct a 
full day’s pay from his or her salary? 
To download our printable flow-
chart that helps you decide when 
you must pay employees (exempt 
and nonexempt), go to www.
OfficeManagerToday.com/weather.

In Brief

Friend or foe
Executives were asked “How com
fortable would you feel about being 
‘friended’ on Facebook by people 
you manage?” Their responses:

Very comfortable 12%
Somewhat comfortable 32%
Not very comfortable 15%
Not comfortable at all 33%
Don’t know 8%

Source: OfficeTeam survey.
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Office Administration

1-Minute Strategies

A talkative co-worker is rambling 
on again during a meeting that’s 

already run long. Eventually, with no 
decisions made, the meeting leader 
calls it quits, and everyone goes back 
to work. 

“What a waste of time” is all you can 
think.

The time-waster meeting is a com-
mon fixture in offices across America. 

The reason, says Reid Hastie, a 
professor of behavioral science at the 
University of Chicago’s Booth School 
of Business, is that we’re not thinking 
about and valuing our time the right 
way.

Hastie tells The New York Times we 
often equate time with money. But we 
can always get more money, save it or 
move it around. Not so with time. You 
can’t earn an extra hour of it.

We often feel we’ll have more time 
later, so we waste it now and care-
lessly steal time from our friends and 
family later, when we come up short 
and need an extra hour at work.

Also, we’re blind to lost time oppor-
tunities. We don’t think about the 

other ways we could have invested our 
time, as we do with money.

So, time and money? Not at all the 
same.

To show more appreciation for the 
value of time, Hastie says he now takes 
a more active role and tries to make 
meetings more effective. Here are the 
principles he uses: 
✔  Whoever calls a meeting should 

explain its objectives by answer-
ing this question: “What do we 
want accomplished when we leave 
this room?” This means specify-
ing tangible goals and assigning 
responsibility for creating, summa-
rizing and reporting on them. 

✔  Think about the opportunity 
costs of the meeting. How many 
people really need to be there, and 
how long does the meeting need 
to last? If you doubt the need for a 
meeting, speak up. Set and stick to 
a finish time. 

✔  Tap effective people to lead 
meetings, and steer clear of those 
who have a track record of wasting 
others’ time.

How to run meetings more effectively

Organizations often learn that 
they weren’t adequately pre-

pared when floods, hurricanes and 
other natural disasters strike.

Office managers can help disaster-
proof the workplace with these tips:
✔  Store basic emergency sup-

plies at the office, including 
(at a minimum) a first-aid kit, a 
portable radio, flashlights, blan-
kets and extra food and water. 
Also keep a weather radio handy 
because it will alert you when 
there is an emergency.

✔  Back up your data and store it 
off-site. You want it to be acces-
sible, but also far away from your 
workplace. That goes for digital 
and paper documents. 

✔  Post escape routes. Do employ-

ees know where the primary and 
alternative exits are in the build-
ing? Hold a practice evacuation 
and designate an assembly area 
away from danger.

✔  Gather vital information for a 
business-continuity plan, espe-
cially if you support the leader-
ship team. Ask if such a plan 
exists. It should identify every-
thing the business needs to keep 
running (e.g., client information 
and orders). 

Make sure you have current con-
tact information for staff, including 
off-site workers. In the event of a 
disaster, leadership may choose 
to reach out to employees via per-
sonal email addresses or text mes-
sages.

Preparing for disaster: It’s your job

Room temperature can influ-
ence productivity at work, says 
a study by Cornell University. 
Changing the temperature from 
68 degrees to 77 degrees reduced 
errors by 44% and increased typing 
output by 150%.

Think outside the box of sta-
ples. Keep a supply of Tide To Go 
instant stain remover sticks in your 
supply cabinet. Employees who drip 
ketchup on their shirt or drizzle cof-
fee on their skirt will be much more 
grateful to see those than a carton 
of binder clips.

No employee left behind. Create 
a grid of every employee who 
reports directly to you. Whenever 
you give praise (or any supportive, 
constructive feedback) to some-
one, remember to make a check by 
that person’s name. Review your 
sheet each month to confirm you 
don’t have any employees without 
checks by their names. No employ-
ee should be left wondering how 
they’re doing.

By the Numbers

Give an employee a stellar review 
and what does he or she expect?

Source: AdminProToday.com
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Is your organization a “great place” 
to work? 
Every year, that title is bestowed 

upon employers from groups like The 
Great Place to Work Institute, Fortune 
magazine, the Society for Human 
Resource Management and many more.

The honor comes with a certifi-
cate, bragging rights for a year and a 
strong selling point to dangle in front 
of potential employees. 

Even if your organization never 
makes the list, there’s no reason why 
you can’t strive to make it the best 
you can. Some of the leading ideas:

1. Launch a work-life balance 
support group. Allow parents and 
caregivers to meet regularly during 
work hours to share insights on bal-
ancing jobs and personal lives.

2. Involve top brass in employee 
onboarding. Have the CEO welcome 
all new employees, possibly with a 
handwritten note or video explaining 
the company’s goals. 

3. Allow shift swapping. Permit 
hourly workers with similar jobs to 
exchange shifts to handle personal 

affairs or take a break. 
4. Award on-the-spot bonuses 

for exceptional work. One company 
permits managers to spontaneously 
award bonuses of up to $175 for truly 
outstanding performance.

5. Convert to a high deductible 
health care plan. Use incentives to 
encourage employee participation 
in the plan’s accompanying health 
savings account (HSA). For example, 
use some savings from the first 
year of the program to contribute to 
employee HSA accounts or fund part 
of deductibles.     

6. Include spouses and partners in 
educational meetings about health 
care benefits. Employees aren’t always 
the decision-makers, and families that 
choose their plans together may feel 
better about the benefits. 

7. Recognize employees’ personal 
milestones. Celebrate birthdays, 
newborns, employment anniversaries 
and engagements. And provide free 
treats for special days, such as “fruit 
Tuesdays,” “breakfast Mondays” and 
“pizza Fridays.”  

7 tips from the ‘best places to work’

4 ways to get your calendar under control
It seems 
like I talk 
with clients 
about the 
challenge 
of taming 
their cal-
endars at 
least two 

or three times a week. In the age of 
interconnected scheduling systems like 
Outlook and the continuous push to get 
more done with less in any given day, 
more leaders feel like Sisyphus rolling 
that big rock up the never-ending hill.

What in the heck can you do to get 
your calendar back under control and 
have time to think, reflect, relax, con-
nect, have some fun and a life outside 

of work? I’ve been brainstorming that 
question with my clients lately. 

Here are four strategies we’ve come 
up with that make a difference:

1. Keep your most important objectives 
in mind:  If you’re really clear and honest 
with yourself, you likely have three or 
four big objectives that represent about 
80% of what success looks like for you. 
Keep that list in front of you and make 
sure you’re not spending a lot of time on 
things that don’t further those objectives.

2. Negotiate on requests for your 
time: For example, if you’re consider-
ing a two-day conference, look for the 
highest impact half-day on the agenda 
and attend that portion. Set specific 
desired takeaways from your participa-
tion. If there are no specific benefits, 

maybe you don’t have to be there at all.
3. Beware of standing meetings: Don’t 

fill up your calendar with standing meet-
ings that you attend because you’re not 
doing anything else. Get in the habit of 
asking yourself, “Is this the highest and 
best use of my time?” If you’ve already 
attended three status meetings on a 
project in one week, how much margi -
nal value is there in attending a fourth?

4. Bundle meetings by location: Don’t 
waste time traveling back and forth to 
the same place multiple times a week. 
Reduce your cumulative travel time by 
bundling your meetings to  gether by 
location.

Author: Scott Eblin is an executive coach, speaker 
and author of “The Next Level.”  

Snapshot
Employers fearing more 
lawsuits at the hiring stage
In-house counsel, HR pros and 
C-Suite execs were asked: 

“Of the following areas where the 
Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission is focusing its 
enforcement efforts, which do 
you feel are likely to see a rise in 
workplace discrimination claims 
over the next year?”

Their answers:

Source: Littler Mendelson Executive Employer 
Survey Report

 Retaliation against workers who �led bias claims  33%

 Hiring barriers                                               57%

 Accommodations for disabled workers  37%

 Equal pay claims           34%

 Accommodations to avoid religious bias  20%

 Age bias claims           32%

 Rights of LGBT workers  31%

 Accommodations for pregnant workers  30%

 Bias stemming from wellness programs  17%
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Special Edition

If you are typi-
cal, you probably 

spend hours every 
day handling email. 
And you probably 

have dozens, if not hundreds, of 
email messages languishing in your 
inbox right now. 

Chris Anderson, who runs the high-
profile TED conference, believes we 
need to focus on limiting the flow of 
email, rather than focusing on how to 
organize and file all those messages.

Anderson offers 10 ideas that could 
make a dent in email quantity.

1. Respect recipients’ time. 
Minimize the time it takes someone 
to process the messages you send, 
even if it means taking more time to 
send. 

2. Cut each other some slack. 
Short or slow is not rude. If it takes 
time for you to receive a response, 
don’t take it personally.

3. Celebrate clarity. For example, 
start with a subject line that clearly 
labels the topic. Clue in the recipi-
ent by starting the subject with the 
words Info, Action, Time Sensitive or 
Low Priority. Avoid strange fonts and 
colors.

4. Quash open-ended questions. 
For example, instead of asking “How 

can I help?” offer the recipient an 
easier-to-answer question: “Can I 
help best by (a) calling (b) visiting or 
(c) staying out of it?”

5. Slash surplus cc’s. Don’t default 
to “Reply All.” Maybe you only need 
to cc a couple of people on the origi-
nal thread.

6. Tighten the thread. Before for-
warding a long email conversation, 
cut what’s irrelevant so the recipient 
can quickly see what matters. 

7. Attack attachments. Can you 
paste text into the email rather than 
sending as an attachment? Are you 
using logos or signatures that appear 
as attachments?

8. Give these gifts: EOM NNTR. 
Can you fit your message into the 
subject line? Then do it. Follow with 
“EOM” (End of Message). Ending a 
note with “No need to respond” is a 
wonderful act of generosity.

9. Stop sending contentless 
responses. Be judicious in your use 
of email responses that merely say 
“Great” or “Thanks.”

10. Disconnect. If we all agreed to 
spend less time sending email, we’d 
all get less email. Spend a day email 
free. Or set up an auto-response that 
references your commitment to this 
charter.

10 rules to reverse the email spiral

❏  Yes, I want to begin my subscription 
to Office Manager Today for only $98 per 
year (nearly 67% off the normal price).

✔

Name_______________________________________

Company____________________________________

Address_____________________________________

City, State, ZIP_______________________________________________

Phone___________________Email_________________________
Payment Method:  
❏ Credit card  ❏ Visa/MC  ❏ AMEX  ❏ Discover       
 Card #_____________________________________Exp. date______________

 Signature_________________________________________________________

❏ Check/money order     
❏ Bill me
Contact our Customer Service Center at (800) 543-2055 or 
customer@BusinessManagementDaily.com.  

Fax this coupon 
to (703) 905-8040

OMT0212

Mail to: Office Manager Today, 
 P.O. Box 9070, McLean, VA 22102-0070

Tech Notes
Windows key offers
wealth of shortcuts
In Windows 7, make navigating 
easier using the Windows key and 
the following keystrokes:

=  Opens and closes the Start 
menu

+ T =  Scrolls through items on 
your taskbar

+ Ctrl + Tab  = Advance through 
windows using Aero Flip 3D

+ Up arrow  = Maximizes the 
active window

+ Down arrow  = Minimizes/
restores the active window

+ Left arrow  = Snaps the win-
dow to the left side of the screen

+ Right arrow  = Snaps the win-
dow to the right of the screen

+ Home  = Minimizes all but the 
active window

+ (+/-)  = Zooms in/out; opens 
Magnifier

+ M  = Minimizes open windows

+ Shift + M  = Restores all open 
windows

+ E  = Open Windows Explorer
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Employment Law

Is it OK to open employees’ 
mail sent to the office?

Q Our mailroom opens all mail 
 automatically. Can we legally 

open all mail delivered to employees 
at the office? — S.M., Oregon

A Unless an employee gives the em-
ployer authority to open his or her 

mail, the employer risks civil and crimi-
nal liability under the postal service 
statute by doing so. If an employer 
notifies employees that its practice is 
to open all mail that is addressed to its 
office, it may have an argument that 
the employee has no expectation of 
privacy in his or her mail, but it’s still 
risky in light of the postal service laws.

Must vacation, sick leave 
be listed on pay stubs?

Q Our pay stubs no longer list em-
ployees’ available vacation, sick 

and other leave hours. Some em-
ployees insist this information is man-
datory. Are they right? — T.L., Texas

A They are wrong. There’s no federal 
requirement that you provide leave 

time information on pay stubs. In fact, 
the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) 
doesn’t require you to provide vacation 
leave, sick leave or other leave bene-
fits at all, with the exception of special 
laws such as the Family and Medical 
Leave Act and military-leave laws. 

The FLSA does require you to keep 
accurate pay records, but you don’t 
have to provide every bit of informa-
tion on pay stubs. Always check with 
your state’s labor department for any 
special rules. 

Q&A

Employment law risks don’t dis -
appear the minute you leave the 

building at the day’s end. Managers 
should never discuss personnel mat-
ters outside the workplace—even at 
the corner Kwik-E-Mart.

Case in point: Terryn Risk, a part-
time police officer near Pitts    burgh, 
was a very religious person. 

But when he started wearing a 
small cross on his uniform lapel, his 
supervisor told him to remove it. 
About that same time, the depart-
ment had decided it needed to cut 
some part-time officer position to 
cut costs.

One day, Risk’s supervisor had a 

conversation about the potential 
cuts with a clerk at a local conve-
nience store. The clerk, who knew 
all the officers from their routine 
patrols, recommended that three 
officers, including Risk, should keep 
their jobs. The supervisor then 
allegedly said he wasn’t planning 
to retain Risk because Risk’s relig- 
ion kept him from working on 
Sundays. 

Risk lost his job. When he heard 
about his supervisor’s comments, 
he sued for religious bias. A jury 
awarded him $100,000 after hear-
ing the clerk’s testimony. (Risk v. 
Burgettstown Borough)

How a manager’s Kwik-E-Mart trip cost $100K

Free to subscribers
• The Top 10 Employment Laws   
  Every Manager Should Know. 
• 50 Memos to Managers training 
 handouts on various topics. 

Access both free training reports at 
www.OfficeManagerToday.com/tools

We’ve put a freeze on pay raises, 
so why do we need to keep doing 

performance reviews?”
Many managers ask themselves 

that question. But dropping reviews 
can be a morale buster and liability 
magnet.

Morale issues: A Kenexa Research 
Institute study says employees who 
receive regular appraisals are more 
engaged and more likely to stay with 
their employer longer—even if the 
review isn’t pegged to a pay raise.

Legal issues: Employers that skip 
reviews set themselves up for legal 
trouble. Reason: Terminated em- 
ployees who sue will have a much 
easier time winning in court if 
employers can’t produce evaluations 
that back up their stated termination 
reasons.  
   Case in point: A 52-year-old minor 
league umpire sued for age discrimi-
nation after being fired. He claimed 
his boss had said, “We’re going to 
give the younger guys a chance.”

The league argued the umpire was 
dismissed because his performance 
had deteriorated. The problem: The 
league never did evaluations, so it 

couldn’t prove any drop in work 
quality.

The lack of reviews, the judge con-
cluded, was enough evidence that 
the league’s termination reasons 
might have been manufactured to 
cover up a case of age discrimina-
tion. A jury will now decide. (Davis 
v. Atlantic League of Professional 
Baseball Clubs)

No raise, so no review: a losing strategy

Performance reviews: 
Right time, right place

• The time. The ideal time is mid-
morning. You’ve completed the 
startup routine of the day. But nei-
ther of you is too tired to conduct a 
proper interview.

• The place. Find a private place 
where interruptions and phone 
calls are unlikely. Even the seating 
arrangement can be more impor-
tant than you think. The image of 
a manager sitting behind a desk 
is uncomfortably close to that of 
a judge presiding in court. Two 
comfortable chairs at a conference 
table is better.
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Leadership thinker Steven Little 
performs a test during hotel stays.

He asks room service for a milk-
shake. If he’s told it’s not on the 
menu, he walks employees through 
the list of ingredients.

“Do you have vanilla ice cream?” Yes. 
“And milk?” Of course. “Do you have a 
tall glass and a long spoon?” Sure.

If so, he tells them how to make 
one. If they’re willing to do it, that’s 
a “milkshake moment.”

His definition: When people 
understand their true purpose, 
believe it’s their job to fulfill it 

and have the tools and freedom to 
make it happen, that’s a milkshake 
moment.

Little wrote a book about the exact 
moment that employees realize they 
can overcome stupid rules and do 
the right thing.

Ask: What is your organization’s 
highest purpose? Are you put-
ting people in the best position 
to accomplish it? Do your current 
policies and systems enable you to 
deliver it?
— Adapted from The Milkshake Moment, Steven 
Little, Wiley.

Look for ‘milkshake moments’

organization. Most employees start 
this on day one, some even before. 
Schedule team-building exercises and 
luncheons between new em ployees 
and their co-workers. 

3. Culture
Include speeches or videos of 

managers and executives discuss-
ing company history, values and 
organization culture. Follow up 
with roundtable discussions so new 
employees can ask questions.

4. Compliance
Explain the basic organization pol-

icies and rules, including employee 
handbooks, nondiscrimination and 
anti-harassment policies, security 
procedures, IT policies and at-will 
employment. Don’t just slide a hand-
book to them and say, “Read this.”

5. Check back
More than a quarter (28%) of 

employers collect little or no feed-
back from new hires about their 
onboarding program. And 39% do 
only “occasional” spot checks. The 
best onboarding programs are being 
constantly evaluated by new hires.

Onboard a ‘newbie’ (cont. from page 1)
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Tales From the 
Trenches

“Here it is ... eleven months of 
paperwork carefully accumulated, 
reviewed, indexed and approved, 
all necessary to document the 
performance problems of Terry in 
Accounting. When I think of how 
careful we’ve had to be day after day 
so as not to be accused of discrimi-
nation or retaliation, my head spins.”

“Collecting all the facts and consid-
erations has been a hugely exhaust-
ing process, but finally we have 
enough to fire Terry, a true disaster 
of an employee if ever there was 
one. But all the law-checking and 
excruciatingly careful recording 
of every one of his failings will be 
worth it when we get a fresh start!”

 “Hey boss, did I hear you mention 
Terry from Accounting? He just 
gave his two weeks’ notice. He 
said he needs to work somewhere 
where the people are more detail-
oriented.”

If you think you are ready to take on 
a bigger leadership role—or one at 

all—you need to possess the follow-
ing traits: 

•	 Strong communicator. You have 
to be able to relay your message, 
even during the most difficult 
times, to ensure that your employ-
ees understand what is expected 
of them.

•	 Agile. If you aren’t flexible and 
you struggle when it comes to 
adapting and reprioritizing, you 
can’t lead in the ever-changing 
business environment. Learn to 
like discomfort. 

•	 Disciplined. If you can’t arrive 

on time, work hard, turn in exem-
plary work and meet your goals, 
how can you expect your employ-
ees to do so? Be hands-on and 
tackle challenges yourself. 

•	 Considerate. You must respect 
your employees and see the value 
they bring to the workplace. In 
addition, you have to accept that 
they have lives outside of work. 

•	 Approachable. Be a positive 
force, and let people know that 
they can come to you for anything, 
even to share bad news. 

— Adapted from “The 12 Traits of 
Great Supervisors,” Tommy Eden, 
www.oanow.com.

Qualities of great leaders


